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Here we are at morning Centers–practicing word work and Read to Self! 
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Thank you for sending in math apples – I think they might be making round trips in 

backpacks, rather than being left in class. BUT THAT’S OK! We picked some apples of 

our own this week, and tasted them and sorted them and counted them, along with 

the ones that came in. 

 

We will learn about apples (and the worms that grow inside them!), discussing and 

noticing seeds, planting seeds and observing the growth of the seeds we planted last 

week.  

 

Brown Paper Bag Homework:  
 
In your students backpack there is an empty brown paper lunch bag.  Fill it with 
Beautiful Junk.  I have shown the kids what beautiful junk might look like: scraps of 
yarn, colorful plastic lids from juice containers, straws, buttons, spools, marker 
lids….We’ll be making different collages with the junk, so whatever you send in will 
become class property.  
 

Important Dates: 
 Friday, September 30th                            Free Dress 

 September 21-24                                               BOOK FAIR 

  SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 24th                                  FALL WELCOME + Book Fair 

 Wednesday SEPTEMBER 28th, 8:30 am                APPLE TEA 

Saturday, October 1                                       KINDER- GARDEN PARTY 

Week of October 3rd, Volunteering in class begins!! 
 

 Friday/Monday October 14th/17th                        NO SCHOOL 

        Monday October 17th                                  NO SCHOOL    

 Thursday October 20th                                      Field Trip to Pumpkin Patch 

 



 

Dear Parents: 

All systems are go!  The students are demonstrating a great deal of understanding of 

expectations in terms of work and behavior in class.  We began using tallies (5 tallies = 

1 sticker) to track great behavior more frequently.  Sometimes students will mimic the 

tally system at home…to keep YOU in line!   

 

Each week, we will have a Star Student.  The Star Student will complete an 

autobiographical poster, and share it with the class. Last week Logan did a smashing 

job, and taught us a little about the Solar System! .  This coming week: Patrick. 

 

The classroom jobs will start next week, and with basic jobs like librarian, caddy 

getter, and table captain, the students begin to have ownership over the classroom. 

 

Science: We learned about the basic structure of plants through a short song about 

where plants get water, and how it moves through the plant.  

 

Math 

Activities like “Grab a handful” and the “Inventory Book” reinforce the one-to-one 

correspondence through counting.  We are practicing counting slowly and carefully 

to reinforce accuracy! 

 

Language Arts – We are working on beginning sounds – practice at home, ask, “What 

sound is at the beginning of your name?  What sound is at the beginning of 

banana?”  We are not asking about the name of the letter, but the sound it makes – 

“A is for /a/pple - /a/, /a/, /a/.” 

 

Art:  We painted the line sculptures we made. I think you’ll enjoy the results! 

 

Have a great weekend.  

 

 

 

  

Mrs. Schmidt              Miss Sage 

 


